WEEK I
September 2 - 8

POETS IN RESIDENCY
Efe Duyan  Turkey
Kadir Aydemir  Turkey
Nia Davies  Wales

PODCAST
Radio Ca’ Foscari

READINGS: poetry
Efe Duyan, Morslav Kirin, Selahattin Yolgiden
in original language
transcripts and translations www.veripa.org/progetti/dropping-seeds/podcasts

WEEK II
September 9 - 15

POETS IN RESIDENCY
Efe Duyan  Turkey
Gökçenur Ç.  Turkey
Tal Nitzan  Israel

INSTALLATION
Debra Werblud

READINGS: poetry
Efe Duyan, Josep Rodriguez, Gonca Özmen
in original language with subtitles in English

WEEK III
16 - 22 September

POETS IN RESIDENCY
Efe Duyan  Turkey
Kadir Aydemir  Turkey
Nia Davies  Wales

READINGS: poetry
Efe Duyan, Fuad Ahmandvand, Aleksandar Sasha Mehanić

WEEK IV
September 23 - October 1

POETS IN RESIDENCY
Efe Duyan  Turkey
Tel Mabani  Jordan

READINGS: poetry
Efe Duyan, Fuad Ahmandvand, Aleksandar Sasha Mehanić

PROGRAM OF EVENTS

LOCANDINA DEL TEMANZA
Sanam Naderi, Wen Ya
Sanat Naderi, Wen Ya

LOGGIA DEL TEMANZA
Sanat Naderi, Wen Ya
Sanat Naderi, Wen Ya

THEATER

SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 23
7.00 PM - 9.00 PM
LOGGIA DEL TEMANZA

CONVERSATION,
international law and poetry
Laura Picchio Forlati, Cezar Inzaru, Kadir Aydemir, Nia Davies
in original language
transcripts and translations www.veripa.org/progetti/dropping-seeds/podcasts